
Please use “R35STARTDATA” file (downloadable from website) and 
then adjust to suit the specific vehicle. 

＊R35STARTDATA is just a base file designed to get the engine started. 

This file explains how to get started with the base file for NISSAN GT-R（R35）
＝NP5-21 harness. For information about maps, parameters and data logging 
please see the separate manual for V Pro Ver 3.4 

NISSAN GT-R ECU Pin-out[NP5-21 Base] 

Base data is created around high octane gasoline (the octane level is approximately 98-100)using the parts listed below. 
In general this is a “boost up” setup with stock injectors. 
Due to limitations in stock injectors and fuel pumps, the maximum boost (using EVC) is set around ≒１.2ｋPa. 
Excessive boost can lead to engine damage so please exercise caution. 
In House testing showed that boost dropped to ≒1.0kPa during high load/high rpm situations. This seems to be the 
limit of the stock actuator. 
Fitted Parts 
■CF Adaptor 
■EVC6IR2.4 
■LEGAMAX Premium Muffler 
■Metal Catalyzer 
■M45HL Spark Plug 
 

NISSAN GT-R（R35） 
STARTDATA MANUAL＝NP5-21 Harness 

This document assumes use with CF Adaptor 
and EVC 6 - IR 



■Notes R35GT-R SETUP (Fitting + Combination with CF Adaptor) 
 

①This assumes use in combination with CF Adaptor. 
On an R-35 GT-R, the difference between the F-Con fuel setting and the stock 
ECU target fueling value causes an Engine Check Light. 
This can cause the ECU to go into a failsafe state. Using the CF Adaptor allows 
learning of the OBD2 data and sends AF Sensor/O2 Sensor signals to the ECU 
within the expected range to avoid these issues. 

A Connector A Connector 

CFADP 
VSSD（Earth）Terminal 2 
＊Splice 

A Connector has only these 2 connections. All others should be disconnected & insulated 

Make 2x A Connector and 10x B Connector wiring modifications. C Connector is not used 

CFADP 
IGIN（12V+）terminal 1 
＊Splice 

   Caution 

●please be vigilant when wiring. 
Mistakes in wiring can lead to 
permanent damage to the vehicle or 
related products.  

! 

Stock ECU Side 

Vehicle Side 

Stock ECU Side 

Vehicle Side 



Stock ECU Side 

Vehicle Side 

× Cut and insulate  

To Adaptor 

Stock ECU Side 

Vehicle Side 

To Adaptor 

Stock ECU Side 

Vehicle Side 

To Adaptor 

Stock ECU Side 

Vehicle Side 

To Adaptor 

B Connector has a total of 10 modifications. 2x Splice, 8x “OUT Connection” 
Terminal 13 and 15 are not used. Please disconnect and insulate 

CFADP 
AF Sensor Heater 2 
terminal 14 
＊OUT Connection 

CFADP 
AF Sensor Heater 1 
terminal 16 
＊OUT Connection 

■AF Sensor Heater Signal（AF_HT2、AF_HT1） 

CFADP 
AF2 Negative signal 
terminal 17 
＊OUT Connection 

■AF2 Signal（AF2－、AF2＋） 

CFADP 
AF2 positive signal 
terminal 18 
＊OUT Connection 

× Cut and insulate  × Cut and insulate  

× Cut and insulate  

Caution 

●please be vigilant when wiring. 
Mistakes in wiring can lead to 
permanent damage to the vehicle or 
related products.  

! 



Stock ECU Side 

Vehicle Side 

Stock ECU Side 

Vehicle Side 

Stock ECU Side 

Vehicle Side 

× Cut and insulate  

To Adaptor 

Stock ECU Side 

Vehicle Side 

× Cut and insulate  

To Adaptor 

Stock ECU Side 

Vehicle Side 

× Cut and insulate  

To Adaptor 

Stock ECU Side 

Vehicle Side 

× Cut and insulate  

To Adaptor 

CFADP 
AF1 negative signal 
terminal 19 
＊OUT Connection 

■AF1 Signal（AF1－、AF1＋） 

CFADP 
AF1 Positive signal 
terminal 20 
＊OUT Connection 

CFADP 
O2・2nd signal  
terminal 21 
＊OUT Connection 

■O2 Signal（OUT_O2_2、OUT_O2_1） 

CFADP 
O2・1st signal  
terminal 22 
＊OUT Connection 

■CAN signal （CAN_L、CAN_H） 

CFADP 
CAN-L  
Terminal 23 
＊Splice 

CFADP 
CAN-H  
Terminal 24 
＊Splice 

Warning 
When using with VAC (Speed limiter 
cut) make sure VAC is connected 
towards the vehicle side of the splice 

   Caution 

●please be vigilant when wiring. 
Mistakes in wiring can lead to 
permanent damage to the vehicle or 
related products.  

! 



■Pressure Sensor Synthesised Signal 
Using the pressure sensor data which is connected via NP5-21 harness, F-Con 
V Pro option Map 4 can send a 600->3000mV synthesized signal. This allows 
raising boost levels whilst avoiding the ECU Failsafe. 

ECU 

Disconnect and 
insulate light blue 
and blue wires. 

■Using the above map to send a synthesized signal between 600->3000mV from F-
CON VPRO terminal 44 avoids ECU Fail safe (Maximum intake pressure) 

Originally: 
Brown⇔Light Blue 
Orange⇔Blue 
Joined by connector 

Connect Brown and Orange to V Pro 
terminal 44 



■Before using R35 START DATA… 
When creating R35 Start Data, we had the throttle and accelerator voltages as shown below. 
Please ensure that throttle and accelerator voltage learning are performed before starting setup. 
①Switch vehicle ignition on and confirm F-Con is powered up. 
②From “Communication->Write All Data” and set to linked state. 
③In Parameter/Input Setting, click ①GET without pressing accelerator 
④Press accelerator fully and then press ②Get on OPEN side. 
⑤Set Accelerator Sensor limits in the same way with ③&④ 
 

① ② 

 
⑥Once Throttle learning is completed, cluck “Apply” or “OK” to return to the 
main screen 

③ ④ 



■Air Flow Meter Setting 
Modern vehicles have very advanced systems using air flow meters and 
pressure sensor to monitor vehicle loads. This makes it very difficult to run an 
airflow-less setup as we used to with older vehicles. 
Depending on how Option Map (Synthesized Air Flow Output Map) is setup, it 
can cause issues to the gear shift program or cause a check engine light due to 
air flow meter signal error 
This “Start Data” is based around the use of stock airflow meters. F-Con Vpro 
will use the MAP sensor to measure engine loads. 
＊A Synthesized voltage can be output to the ECU via Option Map 3 
 
“R35 Start Data” uses the stock air temperature sensor signal. For accurate D-
Jetro control, please connect HKS intake air temperature sensor. Details on 
connection are list later in this document. 



■Accelerator position signal input (Hardware) 
NISSAN GT-R（R35） has electronically controlled throttles as standard. 
Engine load is measured by connecting throttle butterfly signal 1 to F-CON terminal #20. However  there can 
sometimes be cases when releasing the accelerator does not fully close the throttle which causes fuel to be injected  
and therefore engine braking may be compromised. To avoid this situation, connect accelerator position signal 1 to F-
Con terminal #61. ＊Accelerator position overrides physical throttle position and operates as per fully closed throttle 
condition. 

Engine side accelerator position sensor 1 

■Accelerator position signal input (software) 

In Parameter / 
input settings / 
voltage tab, Pin 
61 is set to 
Access 1. 
Setting 
accelerator fully 
closed level to 
2.0% can avoid 
the above 
mentioned issue 



■Intake Air Temperature Signal additional information. 
The stock air flow meter contains IAT sensors. In order to measure actual IAT it is necessary to modify the wiring 
harness as indicated below: 

Insulate after removal 
× Remove the wire connected 

to terminal #39, connect a 
resistor then connect to body 
earth.  

Connect HKS IAT sensor to now vacant terminal #39 

Engine side THA Sensor 

■Stock Pressure Sensor 
The stock vehicle has a pressure sensor as well as air flow meters. “Start Data” is setup to utilize the stock pressure 
sensor. When connecting HKS3 Pressure sensor, please follow the notes below: 

Remove and insulate the wire 
connected to F-Con Terminal #14 
and connect HKS3 sensor (blue 
wire). Connect yellow to #40 and 
green to #3 by connector. 

When using HKS3 sensor, adjust 
Setting⇒Conversion Table Intake air 
Pressure from VR38DETT to HKS3 



Regardless of whether the stock or HKS3 sensor is used, option voltage output 
3 is used to avoid stock ECU failsafe by sending a synthesized signal to the ECU. 
＊F-CON terminal #43 is already connected and no modification to wiring is 
necessary 



Points Regarding Vehicle Setup. (Setup on Chassis Dynamo Meter) 
■Standard Ignition Timing Main Map 
 
Based on OBD2 (CAN H-L) data, a base ignition map was created 
with emphasis on safety and engine protection. We found that 
output is approximately: 
Intercept point ≒ 13° BTDC, high load high rpm area ≒ 20° BTDC 
So this map has traced this as close as possible. 
Stock knock sensor signal was checked with an oscilloscope to 
ensure safety when using “Start Data” 
Each vehicle should be setup individually and this data should only 
be used as a starting point. Please adjust as necessary paying 
particular attention to knock 
 
NB: acceleration ignition trim, which can affect engine response is 
set to default. Please setup to suit vehicle characteristics 

Idling 

Intercept 

High RPM/High Load 



■AT Shift Retarder Function. 
R35GT-R uses a DCT transmission. Unlike standard manual shift cars, the throttle remains open during 
shifting which can cause momentary boost spikes which can cause knocking. 
Using the AT Shift Retarder function can help avoid such a situation. 

AT Shift trim map is 
activated when 
accelerator position is 
over 70% and engine 
rpm drop is more than 
200rpm. “Start Data” is 
set to retard ignition by 
5° for a duration of 
300mSec when engine 
rpm is above 3875 and 
throttle position is 
above 70%  
＊Trim is gradually 
dampened after the 
defined duration time of 
300mSec 



Points Regarding Vehicle Setup (Setup on Chassis Dynamo Meter） 
 

■Standard Injection Time Main Map. 
Based on OBD2 (CAN H-L) data, a base fuel map was created with 
emphasis on safety and engine protection. With emphasis on vehicle 
safety, we found that intercept point fuel duration ≒１８０００ 
μSec and around high load areas (just before rpm limit) ≒１６０００
μSec 
Boost levels dropped in high rpm area with fuel injector duty around 
≒86%. Stock boost upper limit was approx ≒1.２K. We found A/F 
ratio in high load area to be approx ≒11.0. 
 

Idling 

Intercept High RPM/High Load 

NB: In consideration of stock injector dead time, the 
default data is set to ensure adequate fuelling with std 
injection time set to combine with this  

Acceleration Fuel Trim Map, which can affect engine response is set as 
default. Please bare this in mind when setting up fuelling. 

Pleas consult separate F-Con V pro 3.4 
manual for details on fuel control. 



Points Regarding Vehicle Setup (vehicle setting etc) 
■OTHER 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

■Fuel control during engine starting has been modified in 
Parameter・Fuel 1. Whilst there are difference between each 
vehicle, if the engine is starting to an acceptable level, please 
retain the default data and continue setup. 
 

■RPM fuel cut map 
In consideration to stock or sports catalyzers, rev limiter is set through fuel cut. “Start 
Data” is setup to minimise fuel cut shock. 

For competition vehicles which do not have 
catalyzer installed, it is possible to use an ignition 
cut rpm limiter. Using this feature with catalyzers 
installed can cause damage to the catalyzer from 
unburned fuel and may lead to engine damage. 

■Airflow Meter Parameter  
“Start Data” is designed to work with 
stock airflow meters and not setup to 
be used airflow-less. Airflow meter 
signals are not clipped with maximum 
value set at 5000MV 
 



■Using Port Trim 
R35 GT-R can show some imbalance between A/F ratio in left and right bank. 
The stock ECU uses AF Feedback correction to address this, “Start Data” uses 
port Trim to achieve the same result. Ports 1/3/5 have had fuelling increased 
(drivers side bank). It is also possible to group ports and perform group trim. 


